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Hannah Strom-Martin's Senior Concert 
(Part Two) 

Hannah Strom-Martin 
Soprano 

Oh Had I Jubal's Lyre 

Yoshiko Sato 
Piano 

George Frederic Handel (1685-1759) 

Ach, ich fuhls 
from "The Magic Flute" 
W.A. Mozart (1756-1791) 

- Rencontre 
- Toujours 
-Adieu 

lyrics from "Poem d'un Jour" 
by Charles Grandmougin 
music by Gabriel Faure (1845-1924) 

V' adoro, pupille 
from "Julius Caesar" 
George Frederic Handel 

Losing My Mind 
from "Follies" 
Stephen Sondheim (1930-) 

Una voce poco fa 
from "The Barber of Seville" 
Gioacchino Rossini (1792-1868) 

Ah! J e veux vivre 
from "Romeo and Juliet" 
Charles Gonoud (1818-1893) 

Special Thanks ... 
To Tom for working so hard to bring out the best in his 
students- I cannot thank you enough. To Yoshiko for 
working twice as hard as everyone else - your time, 
patience, and knowledge are appreciated more than I can 
ever say. To Sue Jones- the glue that holds the music 
program togetherand a true friend to everyone who lives 
at Jennings. To Catherine, Charlie, Helen, and Linda, 
the best support team a girl could ask for. To Beth 
Kessler for the amazing photos and all her help in the 
pod. To Penn, Helen, and Nat for patching up the holes 
every time I thought the boat was about to sink. To 
Amanda and Ali for staying such true friends. To Sally 
Sugarman for tea and sympathy. To Beth Freeman for 
opening me up to my true potential. To my family
Mom, Dad, and Caity for always believing in me. I love 
you. And lastly, to the students of Bennington College, 
for giving my passion a home. It comes as no surprise: 
love is the flame that burns in us all. Goodnight 
Bennington. You shook me all night long. 
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